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DP44WCA
Nature-Reserve Seibertsbachtal
DLFF-0835

Friday january 28th started to another short trip. Had completely packed and moved directly from the work to
the destination which was this time not too far away.
Nature-Reserve Seibertsbachtal DLFF-0835 is located between Mitterteich and Pechbrunn and on both sides
very close to the fasttrack A93. Was there after a doctor-visit last week for shortly checking the possibilities
and under the current snow and rain-situation only one position was possible for an activity however from RFperspective not so ideal.
In the first attempt used my 3 band-windom to avoid too much outside-time. It was a bit warmer compared with
my latest trip however 2 degrees and warmer is only relative. Finally this temperature composed with the very
large humidity appeared colder than the last time and
always some small rain-shower, snowfall and huge wind
made it not better.
When turning on the radio and the first contact with my
friend Karl DL1JKK at 1249 UTC the band appeared very silent. There was a sequence of stations then following and
I thought that band will go up, however not comparable
with last activities.
So after the first half hour with not so promising results had
to take the decision either to stop or change something in
the setup.
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Of course decided for the
second option and made
an emergency change of
antenna and cable.
After the 20 minutes
outside-work it was now
also a bit uncomfortable
in the car, however finally
added another 1,5 hours
activity with cold feet.
After a visit on 20 meters
showed back to 40 in CW
and had there a nice run
with a total of 76 contacts.
Not too many DX-stations
this time, however at the end the final-result with 271 contacts was acceptable . 31 countries made it into
the log.
1. Germany (75) 2. Italy (37) 3. Poland (29) 4. France (19) 5. Belgium (15)
Running also two mailing-lists for interested people:
cota-activations@groups.io for castle-activities
dlﬀ-activations@groups.io for DLFF-activities
73,44,11 Manfred DF6EX
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